Israelis Claim Victory:
Arabs 'Will Fight On'

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Israel commanders claimed a startling victory in the Middle East war today, saying that they now had control of the whole area.

They said that they had captured the entire area around the Jordan River, including the city of Jericho, and that they had also taken control of the area west of the Suez Canal.

The Israelis said that their forces were now in full control of the entire area around the Suez Canal, and that they had also captured the area west of the Nile River.

The Israeli forces had made a series of rapid advances in recent days, taking control of key areas and defeating Arab forces in a series of fierce battles.

The Israelis said that they were now in a position to launch a major offensive against the Arab forces, and that they would begin operations as soon as possible.

The Arab forces, they said, were now in a position to be defeated, and that the war was now at an end.

The Israelis said that they would continue to attack the Arab forces, and that they would not negotiate with them.

The United Nations Security Council was scheduled to meet later today to discuss the situation.

The Israeli forces have been in control of the area around the Suez Canal since the war began, and have made rapid advances in recent days.
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Meet the revolutionaryaries of Harbin

Editor's Note — We applaud the Chinese students who have made their way to the United States to study and who are the most recent and most courageous in criticizing them.

Organization sees need to bolster financials of governmental units

Washington — A program to bolster the financial health of state local governments was recommended Wednesday by the Committee on the Costs of Government Services to the National Association of Counties. The report details various ways governments can save money and improve their fiscal health.

The committee, chaired by John A. Kagan, director of the New York City Department of Citywide Administrative Services, said governments should consider the following steps:

1. Establish procedures for a regular review of all major financial policies.
2. Conduct a comprehensive study of the financial needs of the state and local governments.
3. Establish a system of financial management and control for governmental units.
4. Develop a system of financial planning and budgeting.
5. Establish a system of financial reporting and accountability.
6. Develop a system of financial control and supervision.
7. Establish a system of financial auditing and evaluation.
8. Establish a system of financial analysis and evaluation.
9. Establish a system of financial research and development.
10. Establish a system of financial training and education.
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Iowa ‘Partners’ Announce Extensive Plans
For Increasing Effectiveness Of Program

The Iowa’s plan for increasing the effectiveness of the
program, Randall’s announced, is to increase the
number of units and to improve the program by
adding more
firearms and providing more
services.

Joe Miller, the program manager, said that the
announced plans would result in a more effective
program.
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Arnold Moore, 12, has been named “Daily Iowan Carrier of the Month” by T. E. Lyon, Circulation Manager. Moore was honored for his excellence in customer service and satisfaction during the month of May. He is now eligible for a $125 U. S. Savings Bond to be awarded to the top carrier of the spring semester by the Daily Iowan.

Arnold is the son of Mrs. Virginia Moore, 613 8th Ave., Coralville. He attends seventh grade at Coralville Central School.
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Lasansky Speaks Of Dignity
As Force For Man's Survival
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Everyday Low

June is Dairy Month, and Eagle's Dairy Department is
breaking their usual advertising patterns with the launch
of a new ads and promotions.

Our ads will feature a
colorful selection of wholesome, fresh-tasting dairy products,
printed on sturdy, attractive oversized

The ads and promotions are four pages of every Daily's
Dairy Month feature. even country
town, Eagle's Dairy Department is

DEPENDING ON EAGLE FOR REGULAR WEEKLY SAVINGS! WHY PAY MORE?

Royal Buffet Sliced Bacon

MIRACLE PRICES!

U.S. NO. 1 QUALITY

Best Flour $5 55 63 8

BOISSUC MIX $4 46 57 11

DOG FOOD $3 21 2 40

MERSEY 399

lichter's Corn $1 21 47 5

PORK AND BEANS $1 13 2 35

BARBECUE SAUCE 3 $ 1

COFFEE CAKE 399 5 41

Top Frost Ice Cream

FRUIT DRINKS 28 $ 1

KRAFT MARSHMALLOWS

OYSTOL DET $8 78 87 9

CHEER 76 83 7

BUTTER 3 21 2 40

NIBLETS CORN $1 21 47 5

KRAFT DINNER 6 $ 1

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES

COFFEE CAKE 399 5 41

Top Frost Ice Cream

FRUIT DRINKS 28 $ 1

JUMBO SOUTHERN GROWN PEACHES
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Join the
Univ. of Iowa
Share-in-Freedom Campaign

Good neighbors and good citizens throughout this community are getting up in a program to help their country—and to help themselves at the same time. We ask you to join them. Here, in Iowa, you buy US Savings Bonds through Postal Savings where you work or through Bank-Month where you bank, and also the post office window in Post Office, join the Savings Bond Drive. Frequent savers get a higher return, thus regular B-Bonds—4.5% when held in maturity for 40 years. They are available in denominations as low as $50 and may be redeemed after one year. Just sign up, get full information when you get Bonds—and sign up now.

The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertising. It is presented as a public service in cooperation with the Treasury Department and the Exchange 12/17.

Get a SUMMER SUBSCRIPTION to the Daily Iowan,
FOR ONLY $3.25 FOR THREE MONTHS.

SEND TO:
Circulation Dept.
The Daily Iowan
Iowa City Communications Center
Iowa City, Iowa 52245
Address and Money to—

Dr. Robert J. Custer, President
Southwestern Louisiana State University

Dr. Custer asks that all members of the Southwestern Louisiana State University faculty and staff contribute to the United Negro College Fund.

The United Negro College Fund was established in 1944 by W. E. B. Du Bois to assist in the development of black colleges and universities. The fund is administered by a national board of directors and operates through hundreds of local chapters.

The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertising. It is presented as a public service in cooperation with the Treasury Department and the Exchange 12/17.
Fears Grip Cairo As Israelis Near

CAIRO—Rocks of Cairo were pelted with stones Thursday by militiamen who rioted against the government in response to the opening of the Israeli port of Alexandria.

Police fired tear gas and rubber bullets to disperse the mob, which had marched to the city's west side from the Soviet military base, where it had gathered earlier.

The riot was the latest in a series of demonstrations against the government's policy of negotiating with Israel in the current Middle East peace talks.

The government has been under pressure to clamp down on the demonstrations, which have occurred throughout the country, despite a recent agreement between Syria and Israel.

The demonstrations have been fueled by the government's decision to reopen the port of Alexandria, which had been closed for more than 20 years.

The port is expected to open next week, and the government has said it will be used to transport goods to and from Israel.

The demonstrations have also been fueled by the government's decision to grant amnesty to thousands of Israeli prisoners and to allow them to return to their homes in Israel.

The government has said it will not interfere with the demonstrations, but has warned that it will not tolerate violence.

The demonstrations have been held in various parts of the country, including Cairo, Alexandria, and El-Arish, where the port is located.
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